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PRE AND POST SHOW EDUCATIONAL GUIDE AND
ACTIVITY GUIDE TO EXPLORE THE CHARACTER AND

LESSONS OF VAMPIRE SQUID! 



 They can be found in temperate and tropical oceans
around the world and live 2000 to 3000 feet below the
ocean's surface at the temperature of ~35ºF to  ~37ºF.
They can reach 12 inches in length and are black or reddish
colored. 
They got their name because of their black, webbed skin
(shaped like a vampire cape) and red eyes.
Almost their entire body is covered with light-producing
organs called photophores.
 They cannot change the color of their body, and they don't
release ink when they need to escape from the predators.
Instead of the ink, vampire squids eject sticky, glowing
mucus which confuses predators equally good as ink.
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SoftSchools.com

https://www.softschools.com/facts/animals/vampire_squid_facts/971/

Icky, Sticky, Squid Goo
Stand or sitting in a small circle or line have one artist begin by "holding" Imaginary
squid goo. Describing how what it looks like, "It's bright pink and glows in the dark," what
it feels like, "It's really light and sticky like peanut butter," what It smells like "It smells like
cotton candy and stardust" and finally how it moves, "and It moves like a bouncy bunny"
then pass it to the next person who then has the job of "transforming" it's size, shape,
smell, and movement! Move down the line or around the circle until it gets back to the
first person who "returns" It to the sea by the Imaginary goo go (either over their heads,
behind their back, etc. 

Stretch, Squish, Float
Start by pretending you are a vampire squid, describe what color you are, if you have
fangs and what your tentacles look like! Now it's time to put those tentacles to work!
Start by stretch every tentacle as FAR as they can go, then squish Into tiny ball, and

stretch, and squish! Then use this motion "stretch and squish" to float across the ocean. 
Try what It feels like under different conditions: Afraid! In a Hurry! Sleepy! Excited! 
And don't forget to groove out every once in awhile and make sure you give those

tentacles opportunity to dance!  
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Thought Bubble!Thought Bubble!Thought Bubble!      
Are you afraid or
excited by the dark? 

Bubbles of the Sea! 
Vampire Squid and Sea Dragon have a wonderful time playing with bubbles
and light! Let's imagine we are bubbles of the sea! 
Are you a big bubble? Or small bubble? A round bubble or a square bubble?
What color are you? Are you one giant bubble or lots of smaller bubbles put
together? With these questions show, with your body, what your bubble looks
like! 
Then start floating around the room! But be careful a grown up or another
young artist, may try to pop you! 
How do you float away? Is it very quickly? Or in SUPER slow motion? Do you
hide or do try to outsmart? How high or low do you float? Show us! 
(Grown-ups, be sure to ask your bubbles these questions, they can answer
them verbally or just with their bodies).
Finally, if you are popped, how do you pop? Is it loud? Is it quiet? Is it in a
song? Once you are popped make that sound, song, or no noise and float
down to a puddle on the ground!  
(Grown-ups, be sure to make sure you're asking what if feels like to be a
bubble in these states too!) 
If you want to keep playing after your popped, go right ahead, but you must
show us how you become a bubble again! Do you swivel or jump? Do you spin
or karate kick? 


